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Radiologist’s profile—yesterday, today, 
and tomorrow

This is with reference to an editorial by Editor‑in‑Chief, 
Indian Journal of Radiology and Imaging (IJRI); Dr. Anirudh 
Kohli; entitled “Can imaging impact the Coronavirus 
pandemic?”; published in Jan–Mar 2020 issue of IJRI. There 
is no doubt that imaging will have a significant impact on 
coronavirus pandemic. In addition, the reverse also holds 
true. Coronavirus disease (COVID‑19) pandemic will also 
have an impact over imaging and the profile of radiologists 
will change yet again.

With the rapid growth in imaging technology and changing 
health care scenarios, the roles and responsibilities of 
radiologist have evolved much beyond their conventional 
roles as medical imaging gatekeeper who was only 
expected to ensure the appropriateness of imaging study 
and promptly generate reports. Radiologist has evolved 
from “gatekeeper” to “steward” of medical imaging 
infrastructure to ensure efficiency and quality of imaging 
services.[1,2] As the dust settles over the COVID‑19 crisis, 
the world would certainly be a different place and health 
care will not be an exception. The radiologists’ profile will 
change as the health care in the post‑COVID era will evolve 
and expand new horizons for Radiology.[3]

Mindless application of principles of “Mcdonaldization” 
in health care may cause devastating effects, due to 
complexities involved in human physiology, disease 
manifestations, and response to treatment.[4] There is 
a recent hype about the potential impact of artificial 
intelligence (AI) in radiology practice and AI has become 
the latest buzzword in medicine.[5] The overenthusiastic 
claims of the initial success of AI seem to be another 
attempt toward Mcdonaldization of medicine. This does 
not validate the role of AI in imaging diagnosis and 
certainly does not raise concerns about replacing the 
clinical radiologists. With the advent of AI tools, the roles 
of radiologists will expand further as a comprehensive 
service provider across clinical disciplines. I have huge 
doubts about whether AI will ever be able to replace 
radiologists, but I am sure that “AI‑enabled radiologists” 
will soon replace radiologists of the past.

The specialist‑driven health care is now standard in global 
medical practice, which at times, raises concerns about the 
problems of overspecialization in medicine.[6] Apart from the 
increase in the cost, inappropriate specialist referrals often 
lead to treatment delays, mismanagement, and confusion 
for the patients. Specialization is necessary to delve deep 
into the vast sea of medical knowledge, but a working 

knowledge of the wide specialty is crucial. In a close 
approach to the tree, one should not lose view of the forest.[7]

As the human body is a complex anatomical and functional 
entity with integration of different organ systems, efficient 
disease management always requires a comprehensive 
multi‑specialty approach. Clinical radiologists are in the 
best position to perform primary care triaging and clinical 
decision‑making, as they are usually good at image 
interpretation across multiple systems. Clinical radiologists 
who “specialize in not specializing” may emerge as keys to 
the future of medicine.

With the advent of the corporate sector, health care 
has entered a new era across the globe.[8] The corporate 
entities apply the principles of Mcdonaldization to 
health care and encourage practices where a patient is 
simply a number. The practice of commission for patient 
referrals is deeply rooted in health care.[9] The practice 
of performing the unnecessary surgical or invasive 
procedure to generate higher revenues is an important 
cause of concern. The clinical radiologist may also serve 
as the “ethical watchdog” for the medical community. 
Direct patient consultations with the Radiologists 
[Radiology consultations] with due emphasis on the need 
for conservative treatment in appropriate clinical settings 
will certainly avoid any attempts for an overzealous 
treatment option.

Clinical radiologists of today are well‑positioned to serve 
as a comprehensive health care service provider. This 
will include medical imaging gate‑keeping, primary care 
triaging, clinical decision‑making, providing surgical 
roadmaps, assisting policy decisions, and potential role 
as an ethical watchdog. “Patient‑centric approach” and 
“problem‑solving attitude” are the most important traits 
of a clinical radiologist to serve these roles.[10]

The pandemonium of the COVID‑19 pandemic is likely to 
have a significant long‑term impact on the future evolution 
of health care. Health care solutions would aim to establish 
sync with the laws of nature. “Evidence‑based lifestyle 
medicine” may acquire center stage with radiology as its 
backbone. Multidisciplinary “diagnosis‑based” clinical 
triage may become a norm. The integration of precision 
medicine and AI into clinical practice will find pace in the 
post‑COVID era. Future health care is likely to move from a 
“volume‑based” to a “value‑based” model for radiology.[11]
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With the rise of the clinical radiologist in present times,[12] 
the radiologist’s profile in the healthcare system is gradually 
changing from “Doctor’s doctor of yesterday to Patient’s 
doctor of tomorrow.” This transition becomes more 
meaningful and mandatory following the crisis of COVID‑19 
pandemic and is likely to gain significant momentum after 
the dust settles over the ongoing pandemic.
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The dynamically changing role of CT 
chest in COVID 19 patients – Plugging 
the gaps in the guidelines!

Sir,
Imaging has made a great impact on the detection, 
surveillance, and management of the patients in this global 
pandemic.[1] The editorial was extremely informative and 
the rationality of using HRCT as a screening tool as against 
the present recommendations well debated. In continuation 
with the views put forth in the editorial, we suggest broader 
indications for CT as a primary modality in addition to the 
existing guidelines for COVID‑19.

Multiple studies have proven that CT has been used as a 
standard method for the diagnosis of COVID‑19 based on 
CT features and rules of transformation. Rapid diagnosis 
can lead to early control of potential transmission.[2,3]

In the scenario of rapidly evolving pandemic the dynamics, the 
scope, and indications of chest CT as a diagnostic modality is 
evolving as a tool with high sensitivity due to the low rate (3.9%) 
of missed diagnosis of COVID‑19.[2] Chest CT however has a 
relatively low specificity but can be useful in patients with some 
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